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ABSTRACT 
Several approximations for the inverse of symmetric Toeplitz matrices are com- 
pared by a new approximation criterion. The criterion requires the approximation to 
be uniformly good over a set of matrices which increases with the size. Furthermore, a 
new approximation is introduced by applying a taper to the classical Whittle approxi- 
mation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss several approximations for the inverse of a 
Toeplitz matrix. With a view to applications in time series analysis, we 
restrict ourselves to Toeplitz matrices that arise as covariance matrices of 
stationary processes, i.e. to Toeplitz matrices that are symmetric, positive 
definite, and real valued. We now motivate this paper by describing an 
application in time series analysis. 
Consider a real valued stationary process X(t), t E Z, with mean zero 
and spectral density A(h), h E II = ( - rr, a], depending on a vector of 
unknown parameters 0 E 0 C R p. If 6 has to be estimated from a sample 
x;. = (X,, . . . , x,_ 1) and the process is assumed to be Gaussian, a natural 
approach is to minimize - (l/T)loglikelihood, i.e. 
-Yr(6’)=~log2~+~logdetB,(fe)+&X;B,(f,)-’X,, 0.1) 
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where Br(f) is the Toeplitz matrix of f, 
B,(f) := (jnf(~)exPli4~ - s>  da) . 
r,s=l,...,T 
Unfortunately, for large T, Pr(0) [especially B,(h)-‘1 is difficult to 
calculate. One may overcome this problem by choosing a suitable approxima- 
tion. A common approach, due to Whittle (1953, 1954), is to approximate 
B,(h)-’ by Wr(fe) = B,((47r2f,}-‘), which leads to the Whittle estimate 
(cf. Dzhaparidze and Yaglom, 1982). If the process has a unique infinite 
autoregressive representation 
with a sequence of independently and identically distributed random vari- 
ables et with mean 0 and variance u 2( 6) one may also choose 
or 
as approximations of Br( fe ) - i, where D,(e) is the upper triangular matrix 
of order T whose (m, n) entry (m < n) is ae(n - m). The resulting approxi- 
mate likelihood function with E,(e) instead of B,(h)-’ is often called the 
conditional likelihood function. 
All three above approximations have been studied by Shaman (1975, 
1976) and Bhansali (1982). Shaman (1976) proves e.g. that W,( fe) - BT( fe) - ’ 
is nonnegative definite and has rank min[2max(pq), T] if X, is an 
ARMA(p, 9) process. Bhansali (1982) studies different convergence proper- 
ties of the above difference as T tends to infinity. 
This paper has two goals. Firstly, we introduce a new criterion for 
measuring the qualitity of different approximations, and secondly, we show 
how the Whittle approximation Wr( fe) can be improved by applying a taper. 
Our criterion for the quality of an approximation of B,(A)-’ will mainly 
take care of the fact that BT(fe) is the covariance matrix of an unknown 
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stationary process. We require an approximation to be uniformly good over a 
class of spectral densities 9 that is as large as possible. Especially, we want 
9 to include spectral densities that are regarded as “problem cases” in 
statistical inference, e.g. spectral densities of ARMA processes with roots 
close to the unit circle. In this case the Toeplitz matrix is nearly singular. We 
require for a good approximation A,(&) that 
T-“2sup IZT-Bl.(f)1’2AT(f)RT(f)1’21+0 
fG.F 
(1.2) 
((A ( = [tr( AA*)] ‘12) as T tends to infinity. To make the criterion powerful 
(such that it separates good approximations from bad ones) we let .F = Fr 
increase with T, and investigate how large the sets .Fr can be chosen for 
different approximations. 
The above criterion approximately measures the relative difference be- 
tween the eigenvalues of Br(f)-r and AT(f). If both had the same 
eigenvectors (which usually does not hold exactly) with eigenvalues 
b lTt..., b TT and alT~...~aTT~ then the norm in (1.2) would be equal to 
The special form of the approximation criterion arises in the study of the 
corresponding estimates. To give an example we note that 
where Y:A( 0) is the same function as L?~( 8) with B,(f,) - ’ replaced by 
A,(h). 
Using the Whittle approximation gives for the last summand in (1.1) 
where 
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is the periodogram. It is known (Bloomfield, 1976, Sections 5.2 and 5.3) that 
the periodogram may be improved by applying a data taper, i.e. by using 
h,(t/T)X,{CT,-,‘h,(t/T)2/T}-1’2 instead of X,, where h, : [0, l] + Iw has 
a maximum at r = l/2 and decreases smoothly to zero as x tends to 0 or 1. 
Using a data taper in gr(h) corresponds to the approximation 
w;yfe>= T-1 T z$h’wT( fe)ZY) 
c h&m2 
t=o 
with 
In this paper we prove that Wih)(fe) is a better approximation of 
BT(fB)-1 than Wr(fe), &(fe), and rr(fe) are. 
Statistical properties of parameter estimates obtained by minimizing an 
approximate likelihood function with Br( fe)- ’ in (1.1) replaced by WJh)( fo) 
have been studied in DahIhaus (1988). The present paper is regarded as a 
counterpart to that paper. We use the results of Dahlhaus (1988) frequently 
and refer to them by [D]. 
In Section 2 we consider WJh)(&), and in Section 3 Wr(fe), Zr(fe) and 
l?,( fe). By using the approximation WJh)( fs) we prove in Section 4 a result 
that is used in [D] to study properties of maximum likelihood estimates. 
We now set down some notation on matrix norms. Suppose A is an n x n 
matrix. We denote 
lAxI i/s 
(IA]] = xszt” (x( = .szE” 
= [maximum characteristic root of A*A]“‘, 
where A* denotes the conjugate transpose of A. If A is a real non- 
negative symmetric matrix, i.e. A=P’DP with PP’=P’P=Z and D= 
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diag{X,,..., 
= diag{ fi 
A n }, where hi > 0, then we define A’/’ = P’D “‘P, where D’12 
Al” is also nonnegative definite and symmet- 
tic witi $;i$:~n;;h -. u ermore, A - ‘1’ = (Al/‘) - ’ if A is positive 
definite. 
Some results on the above norms are summarized in [D, Lemma A2.11. 
2. THE TAPERED WHITTLE MATRIX 
We now define the set of functions 9-r for which the approximation is 
supposed to be uniform. Let LT: R --) Iw be the periodic extension (with 
period 277) of 
For ri, r2 E N,, r, + r2 > 1, x E II”, /.I E lI %, and sr, s2 E N, we define 
W-2 a, P, A, p, sI> $2) 
if sr + ss > 1, and = 0 if sr + s2 = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let C > 1, sl, s2 E N,, and fi* be given. By 
9( f2*, C, T, sl, s2) we denote the set of all real valued, 27r-periodic, nonnega- 
tive, symmetric functions j&o) = ]A(o)]‘fi*(o) where A(a) fulfills the fol- 
lowingcondition: Thereexist r,,ra~N,,, r,+r,>l,and X=(X,,...,X,,)E 
II’], ~=(/Lr,...,/lJEIYZ with 
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To give an example, we note that for ah 6 > 0 there exists a C > 0 such 
that .F(l, C, T, sl, sz) contains all f of the form 
with 0 ( vi, wk < 1 - l/T, sij < si, ]/.rj - pk( 2 6, and ]Xj - X,] > 6 for all 
j f k. Thus, .F(l, C, T, sl, s2) contains f with strong peaks (at frequencies 
Ai) of magnitude T “11 and strong troughs (at frequencies pk) of magnitude 
Te2’2k. This was proved in [D, Theorem 2.41. The above f is the spectral 
density of an ARMA process with roots up to l/T close to the unit circle. 
g( f2*, C, T, sl, s2) is the set of all spectral densities of processes X’,r’ E 
.Y(fZ*,O, C, T, sl, sa) defined in [D, Definition 2.21. In [D] this definition is 
discussed in some detail, especially its relevance for small sample effects in 
time series analysis. 
Furthermore, we need the definition of the degree of a taper. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let k EN, and K E [0,1/2). Suppose h,,, = hT(t/T) 
is a sequence of tapers with hT(r) = 0 for all x g [O,l) that fulfills the 
following conditions: 
(i) k- is k - 1 times continuously differentiable (in the case k = 1 we 
assume continuity, and in the case k = 0 we make no assumption). 
(ii) There exists a finite set Pr = { p,,,. . . , prT} such that h, is k + 1 
times differentiable at all r G P,. 
(iii) Let .~~~:=lim,~,~h(T~(y)-hrn,~,.= 
such that I;=, s$ > c for’all TEN. 
, 
h(#)(y). There exists a C > 0 
(iv) )3T,-,‘h:, - T, and D$k):= ~up,.~~lh(Tk)(~)(+sup,~~~lh’Tk”)(~)I < 
KT” with some constant K > 0. 
Then we say that the taper (the sequence of tapers) is of degree (k, K). 
EXAMPLE 2.3 (Polynomial taper). The function 
‘4k(X/p)k(l - X/P)“, 
i 
x E [Of P/2), 
h,(x) = 1, XE [p/a 91, 
h&l-x), x+,11, 
is k - I times continuously differentiable and k + 1 times differentiable in 
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x 65 P = (0, p/2,1 - p/2,1}. Thus, the taper h,,, = h&t/T), where p is 
fixed, has degree (k,O). Furthermore, we have sup, Q ,Ih$)( x)1 < Kp-“, 0 < 1 
< 2k, with K independent of p. Thus, if, e.g., p = pT = T-K/(ktl), then the 
taper h,,, = hJt/T) has degree (k, K) and h,r + ~,r,(x). 
The taper hr( X) = x [a, r)( x) which represents the classical nontapered 
approximation is of degree (0,O). 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition on the degree of h, 
(dependent on the multiplicity of peaks and troughs of functions in Sr) such 
that (1.2) holds. We set 
T-l T-l 
HT(a) = c ht,Te-iat and H,,,= c h:.,. 
t=o t=o 
THEOREM 2.4. Let fi* E LipKO (Kg > 0) be a symmetric, positive, real 
valued function with 0 < cl Q fi*, C > 1, sr, ss E Ma, and let ht,T be a taper 
of degree (k, K) with k > max{ sr + ss - 1, sr, ss}. Let further 7 E (0, i] with 
4~ + 1 - K~ - 27 < 0 and Tp2’(T - 2H,,, + H4,T) --) 0. Then 
lim sup 
T-m fE9(fi*rC,T,sl,s2) 
T-‘~Z,-B,.(f)1’zW,!h’(f)RT(~)1’2~=0. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Suppose that 100~ percent of the h,,T are different from 
1 (see e.g. Example 2.3). Then TB2’(T - 2H2,, + H4,T) tends to zero if 
,o=O(T “-l). Thus, in the important case r = f which will be used later, we 
need only p = o(1) and 4~ - K~ < 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We have 
tr{ Mf )W”‘(f )> = J&-/&J f(al) IHT(aI-a2))2A2(da) (2.1) 
and 
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The result now follows from the proofs of [D, Lemma Al.3 and Lemma 
Al.41 (the above expressions are essentially the same as [D, (A.3) and part of 
C4.5)1. n 
3. OTHER APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section we prove that the other approximations mentioned in the 
introduction are worse. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V,(f) be one of the matrices W,(f), I?,(f), Z,(f). 
Then we have for all C> 4, and SEEN, SUE N,, 
lim sup 
T+cc f~9(1/2n,C,T,s,,s~) 
T-i/s)zr - B,(f)“2v~(f)BT(f)1’2/’ 0. 
Proof. By [D, Lemma Al.l.g], the limit considered is larger than 
Consider the sequence of spectral densities of an AR(l) process 
fr(A)=jt--ll-p,e”~-2 
1 
with pr=l---. 
T 
[D, Theorem 2.41 gives 
if s,>,l. 
Furthermore, 
BT(fT)ij= &pF” (i,j=l,...,T) 
T 
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and [for the case V,(f) = W,(f)] 
WT0-A = 
l-t& -PT 0 
-PT . ’ 
. . 
. . 
- PT 
0 -p, l+P; 
35 
Thus, (3.1) is larger than 
2 P; 
lim - - = 1. 
~+mTl-p; 
For the present fT, Z,( f,) is the same as W,(fT) apart from the (T, T) 
entry, which is 1. This leads to i as a lower bound of (3.1). r,( f,.) is the 
same as Wr( fT) apart from the (1,l) entry, which is 1. Again, this leads to i 
as a lower bound of (3.1). n 
Theorem 3.1 together with Theorem 2.4 gives that the tapered Whittle 
matrix is a better approximation to B,( f )- ’ than the three matrices consid- 
ered in the above theorem. 
We now consider tapered Whittle matrices in more detail and prove that 
the choice of the taper with degree (k, K) in Theorem 2.4 where k >, 
max{s,+s,- 1, sr, ss} is not only sufficient but also necessary for the 
approximation. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ( s1 > 0, ss < 1) or (sr d 1, ss > 0). Suppose that the 
taper h,,T is of degree (k, K) with k < max{ s1 + s2 - 1, sr, sa}. Then we have 
for a C >, 1 and all 6 > 0 
lim sup T-l’21 I, - Br( f)““W$“‘( f )BT( f p2 ( > 0. T-m fE.F(l,C,T,S,,S*) 
Proof. In the case sr > 0, s2 < 1, we consider the sequence of spectral 
densities of an AR(k + 1) process with multiple root p, = 1 - l/T: 
fT(h) = $11 - pTeih/-2(k+1). 
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[D, Theorem 2.41 implies 
It follows that 
f tr{ %(fT)WFYfr)} - 1 
which, by the same arguments as in [D, Theorem 7.11, is bounded from below 
[the above expression is equal to Jr(1/257) - J(1/2~)]. In the case si < 1, 
se > 0 we consider the sequence of spectral densities of an MA( k + 1) process 
with multiple root ;p, = 1 - l/T: 
f&i) = &,l- pTey+l), 
and use the arguments of [D, Theorem 7.21. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we indicate how the improved approximation may be used 
in statistical inference for stationary processes. 
The most important application is that its use in (1.1) leads to tapered 
Whittle estimates considered in [D]. The tapered Whittle estimate turned out 
to be an excellent estimate. 
Furthermore, the tapered approximation is used frequently in the theoret- 
ical derivation of the asymptotic properties of the tapered Whittle estimate 
and the maximum likelihood estimate. By using this approximation we now 
prove in Theorem 4.2 a relation that is fundamental for the treatment of 
these estimates. 
When using Toeplitz matrices, an important tool is the fact that (( Br( f )I1 
and I14(f)-10 are bounded. If f is not bounded or, as in the model 
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introduced above, increases with T, this is no longer true. In the next lemma 
we state another relation that will be used instead of the above properties. 
Suppose that f and h are real nonnegative, symmetric 
functions. Suppose further that f is positive on an interval of positive 
Lebesgue measure. Then 
Proof. Since Br( f) has rank T, we obtain 
)IBT(fh)“2BT(f)-1’2/)2= sup i;‘&); < sup /h(X)/. 
x T XErl 
THEOREM 4.2. Let I EN, sl, s2 E IV,, f* E LipKO with K~ ~(0,1], 
g,,..., g, be bounded integrabk functions, and h,,. . . , h, be positive inte- 
grable functions that are bounded from above and below. Then 
Proof. Since 
BT( fgj) = BT( fgf ) - BT( fg) ) with g), gi > 0, 
we can assume without loss of generality that all gi are nonnegative. Let h,,, 
be a sequence of tapers of degree (k, K) with k 2 max{ si + s2 - 1, sr, s2}, 
K < KO/(41), and 1 - 2H2,,/T + H4,T/T + 0 (e.g. the taper from Example 
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2.3), and let gl+r := g, and olsl+r := (or. Consider a sequence fT E 
9( f *, C, T, sl, sz). We obtain 
XW,(cx2j-1-(Y2j)HT(OL2j-(Y2j+l) h2’(da)’ 
i 
In the cases 1= 1 and 1= 2 we now use similar arguments to those in [D, 
Lemma Al.3 and Lemma Al.41 (note the similarity of the above expression to 
[D, (A.3) and (A.5)]) to prove that this tends to 
In the case 1 > 3 the above result is obtained by a generalization of the case 
I = 2 (cp. also the proof of [D, Lemma A1.51, where the expressions are of a 
similar structure). 
We now get 
j$rR,( fgj)“‘Br( f’j) -1Br(fgj+l)1’2 
1 
- n BT( f~j)““w~h’(fhj)oT(fgi+I)1’2 
j = 1 
1 k-l 
f c sup n [(CTjl(T-1’21CTk - DTklT-1’2 l+ 
k=l f j=l I I j=k+l 
~7,~ 
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with Cri = B,( fgj) ‘/‘Br( fhj)- rB,( fg j+ r)l/’ and 
BT(fgj)1'2W~h'(fhj)BT(fgj+1) ' 
DTj = 
'j2 This tends to zero by Theorem 2.4, 
Lemma 4.1, and the above result. n 
Taniguchi (1983, Theorem 1) has proved that the error term of 
is O(T-‘). We conjecture that this also holds uniformly over the class 
S( fe*, C, T, sl, sz). However, the above method of proof with tapers only 
leads to the rate 0( T- l/‘+‘) with c > 0. 
The above theorem has several applications. In [D] we have considered 
double indexed stationary Gaussian processes Xl’) with spectral density 
fT E _F( fs*, C, T, sl, sz), where 8 has to be estimated. By using the above 
theorem we could prove that the maximum likelihood estimator is still 
optimal in this model (see [D, Section 31). This reflects also a certain 
optimality in small samples. 
Furthermore, the approximation is useful for the study of the inverse 
correlation function and the corresponding estimation of moving average 
parameters (cp. Bhansali, 1980, 1982). Without proof we remark that the 
approximation turns out to be sufficient e.g. in Example 1 and Example 2 of 
Bhansali (1982). 
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